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1. Total Number of Candidates 464676.
2. Date of the written test Wednesday May 03, 2017. This examination shall be of three
hours each in two meeting, first meeting from 8.00 AM to 11.00 AM and second
meeting from 1.00 PM to 4.00 PM.
3. Total centres 905 in 16 Cities of U.P., viz. Agra, Aligarh, Allahabad, Azamgarh,
Ballia, Bareilly, Faizabad, Ghaziabad, Gorakhpur, Jaunpur, Jhansi, Kanpur, Lucknow,
Meerut, Moradabad, Varanasi. Balia is made written test city from this year. Since the
number of candidates are more for Lucknow city, therefore, Lucknow city is divided
into two zone with city code 51 (Cis Gomti) and 99 (Trans Gomti).
4. There are few candidates who could not upload the photographs and signature due to
technical reasons but filled rest of the application form in Step 3. We are provisionally
allowing these candidates to appear in the written test. We are calling such candidates
in one of the Centres in Lucknow where the provision of Still Photography is made.
5. The admit cards for candidates will be available to download online from the U.P. JEE
B. Ed. website (http://upbed.nic.in) in the afternoon of April 25, 2017. The Admit
cards should be downloaded in two copies. The candidate will have to submit the one
copy of the admit card to the invigilator at the time of test with the same photograph
which he uploaded in his/her application form. The candidates failing to produce the
admit card at the centre would not be allowed to appear in test.
6. The physically handicapped, Blind and female candidates are allotted in their first
choice of the written test centres.
7. The Blind Candidates would have to contact their Centre Superintendent one day
before the written examination for the arrangement of writer along with the
application for the same. The arrangement of writer for blind candidates would be
made by the Centre Superintendent as per rules.
8. We have taken following decisions in connection with wrongly filled JEE B.Ed. 2017
online application form data by some candidates. We have resolved that
editing/correction/revision of application form data of such candidates would be done
by them only in the following field (if any)
a) Name/ Father’s Name/ Mother’s Name
b) Date of Birth
c) Marks in qualifying exam
d) Gender

e) Subject group
f) Weightage
g) Photograph/ Signature
The corrections in Name, Father’s name, Mother’s name, Date of birth and
Marks in qualifying exam would be made at the time of counselling.
For the correction in Gender and Subject group, a provision is made in the O.M.R.
answer sheet on the day of written test. Candidate will have to fill correct gender and
subject group there. However for Subject group change candidate would have to
bring original and self attested photocopy of mark-sheet of qualifying exam.
Candidate would get the test booklet of required subject group from invigilator at the
time of test (self attested photocopy will be submitted to the invigilator).
For correction in Weightage (which effect the merit of candidates at the time of result
preparation), Photograph and signature, candidate have to contact invigilator. A form
for the purpose is made available to the centre superintendent through respective
Nodal officer. Candidate would have to fill this form attaching the self attested
photocopies of the supporting documents and submit to the centre superintendent
with photo and signature. The photograph/signature pasted/done on the second copy
of admit card should match with that on the form/attendance sheet/duplicate admit
card.
9. A meeting of respective Nodal Officers and Nodal Coordinators of all the 16 cities is
scheduled on April 28, 2017 for detail instructions to conduct the entrance test
examination on May 3, 2017 in smooth and fair manner.
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